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RIVATE PLACEMENT LIFE INSURANCE has become

P

lanning techniques are an increasingly popular planning technique within
the estate planning community. PPLI is more flexible from an
normally developed to
Unfortunately, a great deal of investment side in that the insursolve one specific probconfusion has arisen as to its ance companies can hire individlem, while remaining neutral
practical applications due to the ual managers to invest in stock
in respect to another area.
lack of guidance for the tax
portfolios, hedge funds, private
Periodically, a technique is found
practitioner.
equity, and REITs. This is in conthat can address many aspects at
trast to the limited number of tradione time, which makes that techleast $1 million, and thus it is a tool for
tional mutual funds offered in retail
nique particularly useful in a variety
only wealthier individuals. For many
products. Just as individuals with $10
of planning environments. Private
people, PPLI is simply the product of
million portfolios rarely invest a majorplacement life insurance (PPLI) is one
choice for buying death benefit at the
ity of their assets in mutual funds with
of those tools that is truly a cross speccheapest cost. For others, placing subthe associated fees and restrictions,
trum technique. Having elements of
stantial sums of money into a vehicle
instead being more likely to have a cuslife insurance, investment, estate and
whereby they can choose a manager
tomized portfolio with non-traditional
income tax planning, PPLI can
who will customize the portfolio and
investments, so too would you expect
accomplish many goals at one time.
let the assets grow income tax free. In
this same preference with an insurance
these situations, the death benefit proUnfortunately, implementation of the
policy with a $10 million cash value. It
vided by the insurance is secondary to
appropriately structured PPLI prois only through PPLI that these types of
the tax benefits. Finally, for others it is
gram takes the input from investinvestments can be incorporated into
utilizing PPLI as one component
ment, insurance and tax professionals
an insurance product.
among many in a myriad of tax planin order to work appropriately withning scenarios but doing so with a conIt is important to note that private placein a specific client fact pattern.
tract that is cheaper and more flexible
ment annuity contracts, as opposed to
Although many other techniques
than might otherwise be available.
life insurance, do exist. Since most
require planning professionals to
annuities are used for pure income tax
have only limited knowledge of their
PPLI is often cheaper since it does not
deferral, the corresponding ordinary
counterpart’s area of expertise, PPLI
carry the traditional 40-80% commisincome tax treatment associated with
requires each participant to have
sion that retail products carry. In most
annuities (to be discussed later) makes
much more of a broad based knowlsituations, commissions and/or plantheir use somewhat limited when conedge platform. This is especially true
ning fees related to PPLI are individtemplating multi-million dollar premiof tax advisors who will most likely
ually negotiated with the client. These
ums. The potential unwinding of the
spearhead the planning elements of
fees are much more likely to be assetentire account at ordinary income tax
PPLI, but may not be fully converbased fees (in line with traditional
rates and the restrictive ownership
sant in the various insurance rules
money management fees), rather than
issues under the Internal Revenue Code
that will apply. This “white paper” is
large premium-based fees. Unlike the
(Code) Section 72(u) present significant
designed to help bridge these gaps.
traditional distribution of insurance
hurdles to be addressed.
What is PPLI?
products through insurance agents,
PPLI is a life insurance contract that
most PPLI products are utilized as a
Nonetheless, there will be situations
has substantially reduced costs and
planning tool by tax and investment
where annuity contracts might be used,
much greater investment choices than
professionals, and thus in many situasuch as in deferred compensation, and
in traditional retail contracts.
tions the middleman/agent has been
other transactions where the income
Furthermore, PPLI products normally
removed. This is especially true in
tax treatment will not necessarily
have minimum annual premiums of at
the institutional use of PPLI.
change. The general tax deferred nature
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of life insurance and annuities and the
special rules regarding variable contracts are the same. However, many
planners feel there is more certainty in
the laws and regulations addressing the
treatment of life insurance contracts.
In general, individuals utilize PPLI
because of the increased investment
flexibility, the dramatic decrease in
overall costs, and the ability to customize many elements of the contract
over time. Although the due diligence
on the actual tax aspects of PPLI is
quite straight forward, to be discussed
shortly, there are clearly some psychological elements of PPLI that often create the proverbial paralysis by analysis.
Sometimes the most common question
is “If this is so great, how come I
haven’t heard of it before?” This is a
valid and poignant question that
deserves a straightforward answer.

History
Although the permutations have
changed somewhat over time, the core
structure of PPLI has remained relatively unchanged for some twenty
years. A quick historical overview is
necessary so that practitioners can
understand that PPLI is not a new, and
thus untested, cutting edge planning
technique. It is only by understanding
the history of a technique that one can
determine its applicability for today’s
planning scenarios.
PPLI really began as a way of customizing specific types of insurance
products as part of corporate benefit
planning for senior executives. Although the rank and file employees
may have been happy with the benefits
of more typical insurance offerings,
senior executives often desired greater
investment options, lower fees, and
greater overall customization. This, in
conjunction with the growing use of
variable contracts, led to the birth of
individualized PPLI products.
The Internal Revenue Service (Service)
initially ruled on these types of customized variable products in a series of

I

n general, individuals
utilize PPLI because of
the increased investment
flexibility, the dramatic
decrease in overall costs,
and the ability to customize many elements of
the contract over time.

Revenue Rulings from 1977-1982.1
With inflationary pressures at that time
many states increased their state premium taxes2 on life insurance and annuity
contracts. As the regulatory costs rose,
coupled with changes in 1984 regarding taxation of insurance and annuity
contracts, and an overall reduction in
tax rates in 1986, the need for PPLI just
faded away. Domestically there was little activity in the personal PPLI market
other than Corporate Owned Life
Insurance (COLI) and Bank Owned
Life Insurance (BOLI) transactions during the late 1980s.
In the early 1990s, PPLI products for
wealthy individuals surfaced again out
of the Channel Islands. Soon after that,
Cayman Island and Bermuda based
products started to surface. As the
hedge fund industry started to pick up
steam during this period, many of the
products were being specifically developed for these investments.
In the mid 1990s, many of the major
U.S. and European carriers entered the
international PPLI market, which
brought this type of planning back into
the mainstream. As of today, there are a
few dozen international carriers (mostly small private carriers) who allege to
have U.S. qualified contracts. Although
many of the carriers have excellent cre-

dentials and administrative capabilities, there are certain carriers who have
questionable programs, as is so often
true with certain aspects of “offshore”
business.3 However, due to the volume
of quality carriers both internationally
and domestically, there is little reason
why an informed client would choose
these questionable carriers.
In the last few years of the last decade,
many of the carriers started to offer
domestic products. As of this writing,
there are about twenty U.S. carriers
who either have, or will shortly have,
U.S. registered products.
In many ways, the business cycle of
PPLI has come full circle, although it
has taken twenty years. Perhaps the
biggest problem with such a long
business cycle is the lack of knowledge retained by many of the institutions and advisors who represent
wealthy individuals. There has been
for all practical purposes a generation
gap of advisors who may have worked
on PPLI years ago, but are now
retired. While at the same time many
of today’s senior tax advisors may
have only been junior associates at
that time, or were involved in a different practice area. For many reasons,
there is a substantial information void
among today’s tax advisors as to the
true uses and applicability of PPLI.

Technical Overview
PPLI in its purest sense is quite easy to
understand, although applying it in a
planning situation is a bit more complicated. It is critical to view PPLI as a
planning tool, rather than as a product
to be sold. PPLI is a variable universal
life contract that has stripped out all of
the retail pricing and markups, while at
the same time allowing policy owners
to choose and/or suggest the use of specific investment managers, subject to
normal due diligence and investor control issues (to be discussed later). It is
important to note that some PPLI programs, most often built for insurance
agents, are heavily laden with commissions, which make them as inapplicable
December 2002
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as traditional retail contracts.
There are three primary uses for PPLI
in today’s planning environment.
First, individuals who need a substantial amount of death benefit are using
PPLI to purchase insurance at a greatly reduced price due to its institutional pricing format. Second, individuals
who need this coverage and/or are
looking for a long-term repository of
their funds are attracted to the favorable tax treatment of life insurance in
reducing the overall income tax on
these investments. Finally, advanced
planners are utilizing PPLI as an integrated planning tool for employee
benefit, estate tax, and cross-border
planning. With those primary planning objectives in mind, it is appropriate to set out some preliminary issues
for the reader who has not had extensive experience in the tax aspects of
life insurance and annuity contracts.
The term “life insurance contract” refers
to any contract which is a life insurance
contract under applicable law (without
the benefit of what the term “applicable
law” means), but only if the contract
meets one of two separate requirements.4 The first alternative is meeting
the so-called “cash value accumulation
test”.5 The second alternative is meeting
a two pronged test: the so-called “guideline premium requirements”6 and the
“cash value corridor” test.7
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Although PPLI products can be structured under either test, it is most common to see the Guideline Premium /
Cash Value Corridor test used. This test
usually dictates that a certain flat face
amount8 on the policy will dominate for
the earlier years until the cash value of
the account grows enough to have the
cash value corridor test “kick-in”. For
the life expectancy of most insureds, it
is likely that the corridor test will be the
dominating test for most of the policy’s
term. An example of this is addressed in
the underwriting section to follow.
PPLI contracts are considered universal
variable life contracts. The term “variable contract” is defined in Code § 817.9
The term includes annuity contracts and
life insurance contracts whose benefits
are tied to the investment performance
of accounts which are segregated from
the general accounts of the issuing company. In the case of an annuity, the annuity amounts paid in or out are tied to the
investment performance and market
value of the account as opposed to a
fixed or guaranteed rate. Similarly, for a
variable life insurance product, the
amount of the cash value and death benefit fluctuates or varies with the performance of the underlying assets.
Life insurance death benefits. As a
general rule, life insurance death benefits are not includible as gross income
to beneficiaries.10 There are exceptions,

the most notable being transfers for
value11 and an interest element if payment of the death benefit is payable in
installments or otherwise delayed.12
Estate taxes and insurance.If the
insured retains any incidents of ownership in the policy, the insurance proceeds will be included in the insured’s
estate for estate tax purposes.13 Furthermore, transfers of the policy accompanied by the transfer or relinquishment
of all incidents of ownership will not
remove the proceeds from the estate of
the decedent if such a transfer occurs
within three years of the death of the
decedent.14 Suffice it to say that with
proper planning, life insurance proceeds can be excluded from the estate.
It should always be remembered that
PPLI is a standard life insurance chassis, and all the traditional gift and estate
tax rules apply.
Inside buildup. The buildup within
both life insurance and annuity policies
is generally free from current inclusion
in gross income.15 In the past this led to
the use of insurance policies solely for
the purposes of investment planning.
To curb those abuses, Congress redefined “life insurance policy” by enacting Code § 7702. Furthermore, Congress wanted to limit access to the policy values during the term of the policy, resulting in the enactment of the
modified endowment contract (MEC)
rules (to be discussed shortly).16
Distributions. If distributions are made
out of the policy, such distributions will
be specifically included in gross
income. Annuitized distributions can be
considered partially a return of premium
and earnings. A critical issue in determining inclusion within gross income is
found in Code § 72, which distinguishes between “amounts received as an
annuity” and “amounts not received as
an annuity”. “Amounts received as an
annuity” are amounts which are payable
at regular intervals over a period of
more than one full year, provided that
the total amounts payable or the period
for which they are paid is determinable.
December 2002
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Any other amounts not considered as
“amounts received as an annuity” will
be considered to be “amounts not
received as an annuity”. This applies to
both life and annuity contracts, regardless of the term “annuity”.
“Amounts received as an annuity” are
treated partially as a return of premium and partially a return of the
appreciation of the premium. The
return of premium is tax free, the return
on principal is subject to income tax.
Employee annuities under Code § 72(d)
are treated somewhat differently and will
not be further discussed in this article.
“Amounts not received as an annuity”
are generally includible in gross income
to the extent the amounts exceed the
premiums or other consideration paid.
This LIFO (last-in-first-out) treatment
limits the tax deferral treatment of
insurance contracts by always causing a
distribution to be considered fully
includible in gross income unless it is a
return of premium.
Income taxation changes under Code
§ 72 depending on whether the payments are received by the annuitant or
a beneficiary.17 Proper distribution
planning is critical in any insurance
or annuity transaction.
Modified Endowment Contracts.
The MEC rules of Code § 7702 were
enacted under the Technical and
Miscellaneous Revenue Act of 1988
(TAMRA) and were primarily targeted at single premium life insurance
policies. In order to discourage the
purchase of these products for tax
planning purposes, Code § 7702A
makes an exception to the general rule
applicable to non-annuity amounts,
i.e., non-periodical distributions, from
life insurance contracts.
For purposes of Code § 72, the term
“modified endowment contract”
means a contract (entered into on or
after June 21, 1988) otherwise considered a “life insurance contract” (i.e.
meeting the requirements of Code §
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ach of the segregated
accounts underlying a
variable contract must satisfy strict diversification
requirements. The diversification requirements were
provided to discourage the
use of tax deferred variable life insurance or
annuity products strictly as
investment vehicles.

7702 as outlined below) which fails to
meet the so-called “7-pay test”18 or
which is received in exchange for such
a contract. The alternative is referred to
as a Non-Modified Endowment
Contract (Non-MEC).
Under a MEC, loans are treated as distributions (non-annuity amounts). If a
loan is made under a MEC, or if dividends are used to pay back a loan or
interest on a loan, those amounts will be
considered a taxable distribution. An
additional 10% penalty tax on distributions made prior to the date the taxpayer reaches the age of 59 fi is also
imposed on a MEC policy distribution.19 This is to effectively prohibit taxpayers from using a MEC as an alternative retirement planning vehicle. There
are certain exceptions, very similar to
the ERISA rules, for early withdrawals
from the policy. Loans from NonMECs are not taxable.
One needs to be cautious when dealing
with reducing the face amount of a
Non-MEC during the early years so
that it will not be converted to a MEC.
This rule, as well as the general scheme
of Code § 7702A, is not unique to PPLI
contracts, but it is absolutely critical
that the planner have a detailed working
knowledge of these rules before implementing any insurance based plan.20

Special
Considerations For
Variable Contracts
Diversification requirements of vari-

able contracts. Each of the segregated
accounts underlying a variable contract
must satisfy strict diversification requirements. The diversification requirements
were provided to discourage the use of
tax deferred variable life insurance or
annuity products strictly as investment
vehicles.21 These rules apply to retail
contracts alike, but since all retail contracts are structured in a mutual fund setting, diversification does not need to be
monitored as much as in PPLI. In terms
of the details of diversification, they can
be found in Treas. Reg. § 1.817-5. The
general requirements are that the investments of a segregated asset account shall
be considered adequately diversified for
purposes of Code § 817(h) only if—
(a) No more than 55% of the value of
the total assets of the account is represented by any one investment;
(b) No more than 70% of the value of
the total assets of the account is represented by any two investments;
(c) No more than 80% of the value of
the total assets of the account is represented by any three investments; and
(d) No more than 90% of the value of
the total assets of the account is represented by any four investments.
In addition, there are special rules for
“safe harbor” investments in United
States obligations, and so called
“look through” rules to assets which
are under certain umbrellas such as
regulated investment companies or
trusts.22 In most situations the diversification test must be met on the last
day of each quarter starting after an
initial 12 month diversification free
period.23 Finally, for portfolios that
have a large percentage of real estate
assets, there is a more complex 60
month diversification requirement.24
Consequences of a failure to diversify. The consequences of a failure to
satisfy these requirements are severe
indeed.25 Failure to satisfy the requirements results in the contract not
December 2002
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being treated as an annuity, endowment, or life insurance contract for any
calendar quarter period for which the
investments of any such account are
not adequately diversified. What is
worse, the disqualification continues
for any subsequent period, even if the
investments are adequately diversified
for such subsequent period. The result
is that any income on the contract must
be included by the policyholder as
ordinary income received or accrued
by the policyholder during such year. 26
Investment management and control.
The IRS has made it clear through letter
rulings and the like that the policyholder cannot select, manage or control the
investments of the segregated account.
This has come to be called the Investor
Control Doctrine. It is by far the most
hotly debated issue in the PPLI industry
due to some of the vagueness of the
direction the Service has provided.27
Revenue Ruling 82-54 provides a summary and discussion of the applicable
letter rulings on this matter.28 To summarize, the investor may designate an
investment strategy or even a particular
segregated account offered by the insurance company. However, the policyholder cannot and should not be possessed of sufficient “incidents of ownership” of the segregated assets to be
deemed the owner of the assets for
income tax purposes. If this occurs, the
tax advantages of the policy would be
lost. The letter rulings advise that the
policyholder may choose among general investment strategies, either at the
time of purchase or subsequent thereto,
without being deemed the owner. The
policyholder should not be permitted to
vote shares or otherwise control the segregated assets. The segregated assets
may be managed by an independent
investment advisor. However, such
advisor must be retained by the insurance company, not the policyholder.
The segregated assets may not be composed of registered investment funds
generally available to the public; access
to funds must be restricted to annuity or
insurance contracts.
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he IRS has made it
clear through letter
rulings and the like that
the policy holder cannot
select, manage or control
the investments of the
segregated account.

Until recently, there was still some question as to the Service’s position when it
came to unregistered private partnerships like hedge funds. On November 1,
2002 the Service released Private Letter
Ruling 200244001.29 This ruling has
already started a substantial debate
regarding the Service’s position on this
matter for two reasons. First, many current PPLI offerings directly invest in
non-registered investment partnerships.
Second, the Service has made a conclusion not adequately supported by the
current Regulations, and some might
even argue that the ruling is directly
contrary to the Regulations.
As of this writing, there has been no
other published guidance indicating
whether the exclusivity rule governs
these partnerships, although the regulations seem to clearly indicate that it
does not. For this purpose the exclusivity rule means that such non-registered
partnerships cannot have both insurance related investors and non-insurance related investors, or there is a
breach of the investor control doctrine.
Furthermore, although it would seem
moot at this point, there is no lookthrough for diversification purposes.
The debate will center around the inconsistency of the Regulations, Conference
Committee Reports, Revenue Rulings,
and finally the actual Private Letter
Ruling. Specifically, the Service is taking an extremely strict reading of the
Committee Reports, while effectively
ignoring the actual wording of the
Regulations themselves. Without any
explanation, they find that the
Regulations and the Revenue Rulings
are consistent with their opinion.

Clearly, for new cases, regardless of
one’s opinion of the Ruling, a restructuring of planning must be considered
with these types of investments. The
easiest way to resolve this is to simply
clone the investment into a partnership that will only accept insurancebased investors. This will no doubt
cause some additional legal fees, but
this should be a minimal cost if several investors plan on utilizing the new
investment option within the policy.
The second key way would be to have
an allocation or fund-of-fund structure
designed within the policy that then
invests in these partnerships. This follows the guidance set out in PLR
985104430 in which the Service stated
that a fund that satisfies the investor
control requirements will not fail
merely because the fund invests in a
publicly available fund.
For most practitioners in this area, the
concern is not so much the end result of
the ruling, but rather the methodology
by which the Service reached that ruling. The general consensus at this point
is that the Service, in this situation,
wanted to take a certain position regardless of the actual issues outlined in the
Regulations. Perhaps this is some type
of foreshadowing of a new Notice or
Revenue Ruling addressing this matter.

Offshore vs.
Onshore Carriers
As was previously mentioned, the
offshore carriers really dominated the
market during the 1990’s. However,
the recent trend has been decidedly
domestic, especially for financial
services companies worried about
foreign issued products from a regulatory standpoint. Nonetheless, in the
past there were, and continue to be to
some extent, three primary reasons to
implement an offshore policy over a
domestic one beyond the fact that
very few domestic alternatives existed in the past.
Offshore carriers take the position that
foreign issued contracts are not subject
to state premium taxes. This is based
December 2002
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upon the solicitation, application, and
in some instances the underwriting all
being completed internationally.
In the last few years, two states,
Alaska and South Dakota,31 have
implemented reduced state premium
taxes that have dramatically cut this
cost to a policyholder and have
reduced the impetus toward offshore
insurers. In both of these states, the
premium tax on a $10 million premium would result in a savings of at
least a hundred thousand dollars over
most other states. The tax is a graduated tax, but on a $10 million premium it would be approximately ten
basis points (one tenth of a percent).
However, in order to take advantage
of this premium tax, one must have a
contractual nexus to these states.
This is often done by having the policy owner be either a trust, partnership or corporation domiciled in such
states. In addition, the application
and perhaps even the solicitation
must be done in the states as well.
The burden of determining which
state will receive the state premium
tax lies with the insurance company,
and thus the determination of how to
allocate premium taxes differs from
company to company.
The next benefit foreign issued contracts have over their domestic counterparts is that the securities regulatory
environment is slightly more liberal
internationally. Although this should
be a concern for most clients, wealthy
individuals usually have proper representation to avoid the ever changing
world of securities scams in the “offshore” world. The major benefit is
that foreign issued contracts can invest
in foreign registered securities that
cannot be sold to U.S. persons. Since
most U.S. individuals do not actively
seek these types of funds, and due to
the fact that many of these managers
do have U.S. registered products, this
benefit is much more illusory, not likely creating any substantial benefits
other than for only the most sophisticated investors.

Service (other than the general mortality rates), but these consumer law
items can have a profound effect on
the net cash surrender value of the
contract that is used for gift and
income tax purposes.

The final benefit is the fact that foreign issued contracts are not “burdened” by many of the state consumer laws on policy contractual
issues. The consumer laws of all
insurance policies in the U.S. generally follow the model rules of the
National Association of Insurance
Commissioners (NAIC). Like most
consumer laws, the rules were established to protect the less sophisticated
consumer, and these laws work well
for the traditional policies issued in
every day life. However, for the
wealthy client who wishes to place
several millions of dollars into a policy, many of those rules can actually
limit the policy design options. These
policy design options center around
the contractual definitions themselves
of a life insurance contract.
Although one must still follow the
general qualification rules of Code
§ 7702 in order to maintain the policy
as qualified as life insurance for federal income tax purposes, many of the
consumer laws have an indirect effect
on the tax laws. As an example, items
like net cash surrender values and
how they are calculated are often dictated by the policy contract, and vary
from company to company. Items
like surrender fees, crediting rates,
commissions, mortality rates, etc. all
have an effect on this value. None of
these items are dictated by the

In many situations, foreign policies
are drafted to be either more or less
restrictive, so that the policy will be
more efficient on a design basis. This
can be done internationally without
the undue effect of some of the consumer law limitations. This opens a
host of planning options internationally for everything from split-dollar
to employee benefit planning, not to
mention domestic and cross border
estate planning.
Regardless of the perceived and/or
real benefits of an internationally
issued contract, many clients will still
feel uncomfortable with the foreign
“taint” of conducting any element of
international planning. For those individuals who are normal investors, are
willing to pay a slightly higher implementation fee (state premium tax) and
are not looking for advanced policy
design options, the domestic contracts will more than adequately meet
their requirements. Due to the regulatory issues of implementing and selling a foreign issued life insurance
contract, it is not surprising that
financial institutions heavily favor
the domestic versions simply from a
regulatory view. Although these institutions will still utilize foreign based
contracts, it is done more on an ad
hoc basis rather than as a matter of
normal planning for U.S. taxpayers.

A Detailed View Of A
PPLI Contract
PPLI contracts are not dissimilar
from their retail counterparts. As previously mentioned, most variable
PPLI contracts look much like any
other variable universal life contract,
but with a few notable exceptions.
For the tax advisor who has dealt with
life insurance in the past, they likely
had little or no ability to negotiate the
December 2002
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terms of the contract, and thus these
retail policies were literally on an asis-where-is basis. Retail contracts are
often filed with fairly restrictive
terms, and changing these terms can
be very burdensome in some states.
Such changes are not as burdensome
with the PPLI formats.
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lthough sales and
distribution fees are
an additional cost, one
must be able to look at
the core policy in order to
compare contracts on an
equal footing.

Pricing
Perhaps the most complex issue for
today’s advisors and non-insurance
based institutions to resolve are the
somewhat complex pricing models
that vary from carrier to carrier.
More problematic is that most advisors (including many insurance professionals) don’t really understand
the pricing models of the carriers.
This is simply due to the fact that
advisors have been accustomed to the
take-it-as-it-is retail mentality of
insurance. It is safe to say that most
advisors have not had to conduct an
in-depth analysis of the inherent pricing models of an insurance policy. In
the past, the driving force was which
company could deliver the lowest
amount of premium for the right
amount of death benefit. With PPLI,
since the death benefit is not the only
motivation, but rather the long-term
buildup of the cash value, small
inherent cost differences have a substantial effect on the benefit of one
carrier over another.
What follows is a brief overview of the
basic costs of PPLI and how an advisor
can intelligently compare one product
to another for the benefit of the client.
Focusing on one cost alone is a dramatic mistake, in that carriers can
move prices around quite easily, and it
is not unusual for the product that actually looks cheap to be one of the more
expensive options in the market. Costs
fall into three major categories: regulatory, annual insurance charges, and
investment related charges.
Although sales and distribution fees
are an additional cost, one must be
able to look at the core policy in order
to compare contracts on an equal

footing. Since sales commissions are
often individually negotiated, the
informed advisor will first know
which product is best suited for the
client, and then individually negotiate
the sales fee. This can often be difficult in that the vast majority of insurance products today have built in
sales commissions that are not explicitly disclosed to the buying public.
Although one normally does not see
this in PPLI, there are certain carriers
and products that “bury” the sales
commission within the product.

Regulatory Fees
The regulatory fees differ depending
on whether the policy is foreign or
domestically issued. If a policy is
issued by a foreign company which
has not made a Code § 953(d)32 election, then the policy owner will incur
a 1% federal excise tax under Code
§ 4371.33 It is assumed that a foreign
issued contract will not incur state
premium taxes, and this is the only
regulatory fee normally associated
with these policies. Please note, this
assumes the policy is issued in a low
tax jurisdiction that does not have its
own regulatory costs. For domestic
issued contracts there is the appropriate state premium tax for the policy.
Currently, the average state premium
tax is around 2-2.5% of the premium
as it is paid into the policy.
A U.S. issued policy or a foreign
issued policy by a company that has
made a Code § 953(d) election will not
incur the excise tax, but the company
will charge a Deferred Acquisition
Cost (DAC) charge.34 This is sometimes erroneously called the DAC tax.

In fact it is not even a regulatory fee,
but it is easiest to discuss it in this section. The DAC varies from company
to company, and usually is in the range
of 50-150 basis points.
Together, on a domestic basis, a policy owner should expect to see a total
deduction from their premium of anywhere from 1% to 4%, depending on
the state and carrier used. The excise
tax, state premium taxes, and the
DAC are incurred only at the time
premiums are paid into a policy.
They are not annual fees.
Many of the larger carriers can amortize these costs within the policy.
That is, instead of taking 3% of the
premium off the top, the carrier can
simply pay these fees, and then charge
the policy owner an increased annual
fee that amortizes these costs over a
certain period of time. One should
amortize these costs if they believe
that the growth on their investment
account will be greater than the amortization rate the insurance company
uses. Since an upfront fee is now
being spread over time, most carriers
who accommodate this will require a
surrender fee equal to the present
value of the unpaid amortized costs.

M&E And COI
The annual insurance costs fall into
two major categories: Mortality &
Expenses (M&E), and the Cost of
Insurance (COI). These are perhaps
the most important, but also the most
confusing costs to understand. The
primary reason for this is that
although separately charged and calculated, the carriers view the totality
of both charges to calculate their
profitability. The M&E is in the total
control of the carrier since it is a fee
that they keep. The COI floor is what
reinsurance companies will charge on
a purely wholesale basis for reinsuring part or all of the true insurance
coverage of the policy.
It is not unusual to see one carrier with a
high M&E have a low COI rate, while
December 2002
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another carrier may have just the opposite. In the end, they could actually be
comparably priced. However, since
some policies have an emphasis on
death benefit, while others might
emphasize cash build up, the appropriate
carrier must be used that properly
matches a client’s primary needs.
Choosing the wrong carrier can cost a
policy owner literally millions of dollars.
The M&E in PPLI is really the fee a
carrier charges for issuing and administering the policy. It is usually an asset
based fee that is calculated based upon
the cash value of the contract, rather
than the death benefit. It is unrelated to
the amount of insurance needed, the
underwriting status of the insured, or
any other variable other than the cash
value. It is this fee that generates most
of the revenue for the carriers, and thus
the fee structures vary dramatically
from one carrier to another, and in
many situations vary dramatically
within different offerings of the same
carriers, as will be explained later.
For the non-insurance professional,
and really for most practitioners other
than the actuaries, the concept and
pricing of a company’s COIs can be
mind boggling. The primary reason
for this is that few practitioners ever
even look at COI tables, and more
importantly, even fewer conduct a
side-by-side comparison. However,
many “games” can be played with
COIs for marketing purposes.
For instance, one carrier was asked by
its distribution source to reduce the
COI charges in the first year of the
illustration to below its true COI costs.
Why? Because many practitioners and
clients only look at the first year COI
charges to compare one company over
another. If one illustration shows the
first year hard cost of mortality to be
$10,000 and all the other carriers are
charging around $25,000 for that year,
it is a normal response to think that the
first carrier must have overall cheaper
expenses. However, carriers are not
doing this for free, and will makeup

for this in subsequent years by increasing their COIs in less visible years, and
often times quite dramatically.
Another carrier advertised a great
reduction in their costs hoping to spur
business. They dropped their M&E a
substantial amount, but an almost dollar for dollar increase was made to the
COI. In the long run, the end price to
the client was almost exactly the same.
It was simply a sales and marketing
issue, but with little savings to the
client. Unfortunately, many advisors
thought that there were dramatic savings, but never bothered to look further.
It is not unusual to see a carrier with
several products with completely different COIs. Sometimes state premium taxes, DAC, and even commissions will be amortized into the COI.
This in many situations can double
and even triple the values. If a company builds in surrender fees coupled
with escalating increases in the COIs,
this markup will be almost imperceptible to the client and their adviser.
This process of moving fees and costs
into the COI is neither unethical nor
highly deceptive, it is just the way that
most insurance products have been built
over the years. It is simply the fact that
state consumer laws do not require a
detailed breakdown of these fees to the

client on a comparative basis. Although
clients are concerned about the apparent
“hiding” of fees, the more important
question is how to compare different
companies with different levels of disclosure. It is only through an independent analysis of looking behind the curtain that clients and their practitioners
will become enlightened on such issues.
Ask yourself, when was the last time
you looked at and compared the COI
rates for different companies, not just
the hard costs, of a life insurance contract in years 15-20? Is the contract a
twenty-year level select, or is some
other design standard being used? The
point is, actuarial designs can be as confusing and sometimes even more
manipulated than advanced tax planning. Insurance agents for years have
been able to go back to their carriers
and request different premium quotes
for the same amount of coverage. The
motivating factor there was to reduce
the premiums. However, the hard and
honest facts are that carriers know
exactly what their costs are and have an
ability to move them around by front
loading, back loading, changing surrender fees, using different amortization
schedules, and moving fees between
M&Es, COIs, investment fees, custodial fees, etc. It is up to the practitioner to
understand this so that the client is making a truly informed decision.

GRAPH 1
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As an example, Graph 1 shows a comparison of four different PPLI policies
and their COI charges on a particular
case. It is important to note the huge
variations in pricing, and the changes
that take place over time. Some carriers are cheaper in the earlier years, but
by the tenth year are almost three times
the cost of their competitors. Some carriers’ charges increase at a somewhat
proportionate rate tracking the 1980
CSO table rates, others have substantial
increases or decreases at certain
anniversary dates of the policy. The
definitive point here is that practitioners
must look at all aspects of charges, not
simply the static early year numbers.
This graph shows that the most expensive carrier on a Standard rating is
equivalent to the cheapest carriers Table
3 or even a Table 4 rating. Does this
mean that you never go with the higher
mortality costs? That question can only
be answered by determining why PPLI
is being used in the first place.
The most important element of pricing is
to look at the totality of pricing comparison in line with the actual needs of the
client. Clients seeking a maximum death
benefit amount for pure insurance purposes would be ill served to go to a carrier with low M&Es but high COIs. The
same is true for clients who may receive
table ratings due to health problems. In
the same light, clients who want to maximize the internal cash value will best be
served by a contract with lower M&Es.
The reason here is that as the cash value
grows the amount of insurance needed
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as a percentage of cash value drops, and
thus makes the COI charges less draining on the overall account. It is important to test a certain policy at different
growth rates and underwriting classifications to establish the range of applicability to the facts at hand.

Reinsurance And
Underwriting
It is important for tax practitioners and
the other non-insurance professionals
to understand that PPLI is a life insurance product and thus has most of the
typical life insurance underwriting and
qualification tests common to other
life insurance products. However, due
to the specific design issues of PPLI,
there are some notable differences.
Perhaps the most striking difference
arises from the actual amount of pure
insurance that the insurance company
and ultimately the reinsurers are liable
for over time.
As an example, for a MEC contract on
a 50 year old male, the guideline premium test requires that the contract
have an initial face amount of approximately $3.2 million for a single premium of $1 million. In the first year,
the Net Amount at Risk (the difference
between the face amount ($3.2 million) and the cash value ($1 million))
is $2.2 million. This is an initial ratio
of 220% of the original premium.
However, as the cash value of the contract grows, and the corridor requirements of Code § 7702 go down, the
Net Amount at Risk drops rather significantly. For instance, assuming a

10% growth rate on the internal assets,
Chart 2 illustrates the changing relationship between cash value, the face
amount, and the net amount at risk.
This chart illustrates that the actual
amount of insurance coverage (net
amount at risk) drops until age 75,
rises again slowly until it peaks at age
90. This is all due to the corridor test
of Code § 7702. Compared to a normal retail policy, the reinsurers often
take a slightly lower risk with PPLI
since it is likely that their risk will
actually decrease over time. For PPLI
policies with substantial net amounts
at risk above the corridor requirements, one would expect the normal
underwriting standards to apply.
The process of underwriting, including
all of the appropriate medical tests is
still a critical element of PPLI.
However, it is important to note that
since the use of PPLI goes beyond
straight insurance needs, it is not critical to insure the traditional insured
who happens to be the oldest and usually wealthiest family member. It is
not unusual to see life insurance contracts in Generation Skipping Trusts
(GST) where the insured is the twentythree year old grandchild. This was not
done for estate liquidity purposes
when the grandmother and grandfather
die, but more to simply shelter the
growth of the assets within a policy for
a longer period of time, at effectively
cheaper mortality costs.
There are, of course, as many differDecember 2002
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ent reasons to choose one insured
over another as there are families. It
is simply another element of the planning design parameters of PPLI.

Planning Options
And Examples
Traditional Insurance Needs. Although PPLI is quite flexible and
serves various needs, one must
remember that it is still, at its core, a
life insurance contract. Although
many wealthy individuals have an
aversion to life insurance and the
sales process that often accompanies
it, there is no doubt that life insurance
needs exist and must be filled. In
many ways, there is no better way to
fulfill the order for a life insurance
need than by using PPLI. Due to the
reduced costs, and the fact that the
policy-owner can have greater input
regarding the investment options,
PPLI is well suited to serve traditional insurance planning needs, but with
greater efficiency. In addition, with
the reduced or non-existing commissions, the ability to separately negotiate costs can greatly affect the bottom-line pricing of a particular
amount of insurance. Furthermore,
there have even been instances in
which a carrier has negotiated not
only the M&E, but also the COIs.
Large life insurance policies are often
used for estate planning, buy-sell, and
other corporate purposes. In situations
where large life policies are needed (or
in some situations where large private
placement annuities are needed) PPLI
can be particularly cost efficient.
Investment Planning. Clearly, many
individuals are utilizing PPLI not only
as an insurance planning tool, but also
as a tool to maximize the growth of the
internal cash value for investment and
accumulation purposes. This has been
especially true where the underlying
investments are hedge funds where
most, if not all of the returns are subject
to ordinary income tax rates. Due to
Private Letter Ruling 200244001, as
previously discussed, there will no
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T

he mathematics of
the tax benefits of
PPLI are dramatic, and
are the driving force for
the use of PPLI as an
integrated solution for
long term investment
management issues.

doubt be a chilling effect on some
aspects of PPLI planning in the hedge
fund community. The requirement that
cloning of hedge funds might be
required within the PPLI market will
no doubt keep certain fund managers
away who do not wish to spend the
time or expense on cloning a fund.
It is important to note that the beneficial income tax planning elements of
PPLI still remain the same. The use of
individual managers in a non-fund
setting remains a viable option, and
more importantly is most likely
where most individuals will utilize
PPLI. The mathematics of the tax
benefits of PPLI are dramatic, and are
the driving force for the use of PPLI
as an integrated solution for long term
investment management issues.
A quick example will illustrate the
benefits. Assume that a person interested in investing in the equities market has a long term growth rate projection of 11% after management fees.
Clearly, few have seen that type of
growth, if any, in the last few years,
but historically that has been the longterm projected growth rate of the S&P
500. Many promoters of PPLI will
assume that the growth is fully taxable
each year and will apply the maximum
ordinary income tax rates to show the
savings of PPLI. Unfortunately, this is
an incorrect assumption.
Unless one is talking about hedge
funds, bond funds, or a few other types
of management styles, it is unusual for
a traditional equities portfolio to have a
100% yearly taxable recognition of the

gains. It is more likely that a 20-40%
annual recognition of the gains is experienced. In addition, it is unlikely that
all of the gains are taxed at short term
or ordinary rates. In summary, a more
traditional equities portfolio may have
30% of the gain each year recognized,
and the blended tax rate (short and long
term capital gains) may be 30% as
well. Clearly, each manager has its
own tax efficiencies, and these numbers vary dramatically, not only from
manager to manager, but also for each
manager on an annual basis.
For conservative purposes, the following will be assumed: a $10 million
single investment growing at an 11%
pre-tax rate, and with 30% of the
gains each year taxed at a blended tax
rate of 30%. Assuming a constant set
of assumptions, the taxable account
under these facts would grow to $112

million in thirty years. There would
still be a small amount of untaxed
built-in gain at that point, but recognizing this amount would still leave
$105 million on a fully after-tax basis.
This should be compared to the same
investment in a PPLI program.
Further, assume basic costs of a policy
(Mortality & Expenses and Costs of
Insurance) which might average 75
basis points per year, and assume a 2%
state premium tax and a 1% Deferred
Acquisition Cost charge in the first
year. In thirty years, the cash value of
the contract will be $181 million. The
actual death benefit would be some
multiple of this number based upon the
age of the individual. For instance, a
December 2002
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policy with a cash value of $181 million on an 80 year old would require a
death benefit equal to 105% of the cash
value ($190 million) under the guideline premium/ cash corridor test.
The account has increased dramatically during this period simply because of
the compounding tax free environment
of PPLI. No more money was made or
lost since the same manager was used.
The same amount of money was made,
the only difference is how much was
kept and reinvested. This tax deferred
analysis is exactly the same used to
illustrate the benefits of retirement
plans. However, the death benefit of a
life insurance contract is tax free without any recognition of the deferral.
If the example was on hedge funds, private equity funds, or some other investment that might have a larger growth
rate, or a higher blended tax rate, the
savings would be even more substantial. Since the policy costs are fixed, the
greater the earnings the greater the proportionate savings as measured against
the cost of the policy. Accompanying
the costs is a defined amount of life
insurance that eventually will provide a
benefit to the beneficiaries.
Estate Planning. Life insurance planning is intractably linked with overall
estate planning, and it is difficult to
separate the two. This is especially true
with the nature of the larger PPLI policies. Second-to-die policies exist in the
PPLI world and can be used to greatly
reduce the overall costs of traditional
second-to-die policies. Furthermore,
life insurance policies themselves can
be used as an estate planning tool.
Some retail contracts have been
designed to minimize the overall value
of the policies (the net cash surrender
value), as well as utilizing large
expenses in the earlier years. Although
core PPLI contracts provide neither of
these benefits, it is often times easier to
modify a PPLI contract than a normal
registered retail product.
PPLI is often used as an income tax
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S

ince the basic tax
treatment of policies
is fairly consistent, many
times the life insurance
tax rules may be the only
common thread for planning in the world of complicated tax treaties, as
well as civil versus common law discrepancies.
tool to complement the general
“income tax neutral” aspects of estate
planning. For example, placing a substantial amount of assets into a
Generation Skipping Trust obviously
results in dramatic savings in transfer
taxes over a long period of time.
However, since the GST is its’ own tax
paying entity at a compressed income
tax rate, there is a great deal of income
tax inefficiency. This arises in letting
investments simply sit in the trust,
while reinvesting in a taxable account
for decades to come. Simply having
the trust place some or all of the assets
into a policy with the beneficiary being
the trust itself will allow the trustee to
have the assets in the trust compound
for the benefit of the trust beneficiaries.
Even though the use of family limited
partnerships coupled with the sale of
partnership interests to a defective trust
has become quite popular in estate
planning, this combination still is
income tax neutral and a great deal of
income tax inefficiency will occur over
the years. The simple addition of PPLI
inside the partnership can dramatically
result in substantial long term savings
to the family members.
International Planning. For cross border planning, the use of internationally
issued PPLI contracts can have a substantial benefit. PPLI has been used in
pre-immigration and cross border
employee benefit planning for years.
Although the rules on life insurance
differ from one country to another, the
core tax aspects are still favorable in
most jurisdictions. Since the basic tax

treatment of policies is fairly consistent, many times the life insurance tax
rules may be the only common thread
for planning in the world of complicated tax treaties, as well as civil versus
common law discrepancies.
A detailed discussion of the international planning opportunities are beyond the
scope of this paper. However, suffice it
to say that for the international practitioner more options are being developed
each day. Many view the international
market as providing a much greater
business opportunity for the insurance
companies and advisors simply due to
the more favorable laws as well as the
increased acceptance of insurance products in foreign jurisdictions.
Split-Dollar Planning. Split-dollar
planning remains a viable planning
option, not only for employer-employee
relationships, but also for estate planning purposes. We will not attempt to
dissect the new regulatory scheme with
the sort of detail and attention that is
best left to the many excellent commentators in this arena.35 It should suffice to
say at this point that PPLI can be used
with split-dollar in many different ways.
Due to the inherent flexibility of contract terms, valuation, and pricing,
PPLI is uniquely suited to make splitdollar planning a unique planning tool.
Proposed Regulations were recently
issued that addressed many of the
uncertainties of split-dollar planning.
Unfortunately, the vagueness of parts
of the regulations have caused additional uncertainty in this area.
One of the areas where PPLI can be
especially useful is in the valuation of
the contract via special contract terms.
Unfortunately, the Proposed Regulations do not include guidance
regarding the precise method for valuing economic benefits received under
certain split-dollar arrangements.
However, the Service moved quickly
to prevent the use of techniques that it
felt were designed to “understate” the
value of current life insurance protecDecember 2002
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tion and other policy benefits. In what
some commentators feel was a
response to a popular newspaper article,36 the Service released Notice
2002-59 on August 16, 2002 to
address the technique often classified
as “reverse” split-dollar.37
While the reach of this Notice is not
limited to “reverse” arrangements, the
Service essentially prohibits the use of
the Table 2001 rates or an insurer’s premium rates for valuing one party’s current life insurance protection when such
a valuation is taken in order to establish
the value of policy benefits to which
another party is entitled. Although the
somewhat unclear wording of Notice
2002-59 may cause additional confusion among the split-dollar planning
community, it is clear that the Service is
serious about curtailing the use of techniques designed to understate policy
values for tax planning purposes.
Does this mean that split-dollar planning is dead? Certainly not. It simply
means that practitioners will have to
customize their approach even more
than ever. Unfortunately, much of this
customizing cannot be accomplished
with traditional retail products. In the
future, it is likely that the largest splitdollar plans will utilize PPLI formats
rather than the current retail products.
Employee Benefit Planning. In addition to the use of split-dollar arrangements there is an increasing use of
deferred compensation programs and
Supplemental Executive Retirement
Plans (SERPS) that need to utilize
specifically designed insurance products. Although Corporate Owned Life
Insurance (COLI) products will continue to be used for the masses, some
recent abuses of these transactions has
placed a great deal of COLI business
in question.38
Tax Neutral Holding Vehicles. PPLI
can be utilized for all types of planning
where a tax neutral holding vehicle is
needed. Corporations with excess cash
can “park” these assets into policies on

T

he nature of PPLI
planning often touches nearly every aspect of
securities and life insurance product regulation.
their executives to avoid the taxation
of the earnings in the account. Unique
planning opportunities exist for partnerships which must redeem partners
who have a low outside basis in their
interest. Under partnership laws, distribution of a policy created within the
partnership and then distributed to the
partner will obtain this carryover
basis. However, since active trading
of the investments can exist without
relation to the basis of the policy itself,
many planning opportunities exist.39
Combined With Other Techniques
and Investment Products. PPLI is
rarely a stand-alone technique. As it is
with most techniques, PPLI is good at
some things but not at others. For
example, PPLI does not have the ability to customize the benefits as much as
the partnership rules might allow one
to customize an agreement in countless
ways. However, partners still are
plagued with the income tax consequences of the partnership. PPLI can
be used to “turn-off” the income tax
“pass-through” to the partners. This
can further benefit any estate planning
elements by simply increasing the size
of the estate due to income tax savings.

The Regulatory
Environment Of
Private Placement
Life Insurance
When discussing PPLI planning, it is
important to briefly review the feder-

al and state regulatory authorities that
supervise such products. The nature
of PPLI planning often touches nearly every aspect of securities and life
insurance product regulation. While
this section will highlight some of the
important regulatory considerations
of PPLI planning, we would encourage a comprehensive review of regulatory resources for practitioners confronting such issues.40
The Securities Act of 1933 and
Regulation D. Most PPLI contracts are
filed as a “Reg D” offering. While a discussion of each of the rules under
Regulation D is beyond the scope of this
article, certainly there are some highlights of which practitioners should be
acutely aware. Rules 501 and 502 of
Regulation D define the applicable terms
and general conditions that must be satisfied to ensure the exemption, while
rule 506 provides the actual ‘safe harbor’ to ensure private offering status. Of
particular importance to the PPLI planner is the definition of accredited
investor provided in Rule 501(a) and the
limitation on manner of offering provisions contained in Rule 502(c). These
two sections essentially dictate that PPLI
may only be privately offered to individuals or entities of sufficient net worth.41
No general solicitation or advertising by
issuers or those acting on their behalf is
permitted. Specifically, the rules prohibit advertisements or articles published in
the general media such as newspapers or
magazines, and also seminars where
there has been an invitation by general
advertising. Steps should be taken to
ensure that all parties in a PPLI planning
system are working in concert to guarantee that the appropriate Regulation D
requirements are met and documented.
Finally, it is important to remember that
despite the registration exemption, the
anti-fraud provisions of the securities
laws still apply to these products, and
certain state laws may impose additional
requirements on private offerings.
State Insurance Regulation. While
most PPLI products are exempt from
federal securities registration, the regDecember 2002
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ulation of the business of insurance
has traditionally been left to the
states.42 As a result, securities registration exemption will not exempt a
PPLI product or any accompanying
distribution channels from state registration and regulation.
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directed selling efforts include any activity undertaken to condition the U.S. market for the sale of a security, such as
advertisements in general circulation
publications, while offshore transactions
are those involving an offer and order for
a security that occurs outside the U.S.44
The antifraud provisions of the securities
laws, as well as additional requirements
imposed by the 1934 Act, still apply to
these offerings. State insurance law
should again be examined to ensure that
issues relating to the reach of a particular
states’ regulatory scheme have been
addressed. It is the unwise practitioner
who assumes that offshore PPLI planning can operate in a “bubble” completely free from regulation.45

The Future Of PPLI

State insurance regulation can affect
much of the PPLI planning and implementation process. Most states require
licensure for agents soliciting, selling,
or collecting premiums for insurance in
that state, so planners seeking insurance-based fees need to seek proper
licensure. In addition, insurance carriers must seek approval of their proposed contracts from the proper regulatory authorities. Indeed, everything
from a determination of applicable
insurance premium taxes and retaliatory tax provisions to what constitutes
“solicitation” in a particular state might
need to be considered depending on the
individual case.43
Solicitation Issues and Offshore
Products. Offers and sales of securities
made outside the U.S. might qualify for
an exemption from 1933 Act registration
requirements under the rules of
Regulation S. Similar to Regulation D in
some respects, Regulation S operates as
a safe harbor from registration for offers
and sales that occur outside of the U.S.
Under Rule 903, offers or sales of securities are considered to occur outside of
the U.S. if they are made in an offshore
transaction and there are no directed selling efforts made in the U.S. In general,

As the PPLI market develops, the most
obvious growth potential for sophisticated life insurance products is not in
the U.S. market at all, but rather in the
foreign markets. Since the tax laws of
most other jurisdictions are generally
much more favorable to life insurance,
common sense dictates that its use
may be much more important abroad.
Although the practical uses of foreign
qualifying contracts will have limited
use for the domestic tax planner, those
with a cross-border practice will find
these new versions highly attractive
for solving difficult multi-jurisdictional transfer problems.
For most U.S. practitioners, the largest
area of growth will be coming out of
the institutional setting. As private
bankers and large investment management groups become more integrated
with PPLI, practitioners will face many
more questions from their clients
regarding this technique. In the past,
many practitioners have simply dismissed the idea when their client was
presented it via some questionable offshore investment promoter. That same
practitioner will be unable to easily dismiss it when it comes from a client
who was presented the idea by a major
trust, bank or investment firm who
may very well already send more traditional business to the practitioner.

As the market develops, carriers and
products will go through several market adjustments. First, certain carriers
will simply get out of the business
because they never made a concerted
effort to meet the right market
demands. Other carriers will be so
unyielding in their approach, administration, or facilitation that they will
loose all credibility in the market.
Others will simply adjust to market
pressures to fulfill the needs of the
planning community. Certain carriers
will build unyielding products and try
the mass marketing approach.
The successful carriers will understand
that the market is really the planning
community and will build products that
are conducive to a planner’s perspective
rather than to a product salesperson. The
most difficult issue is the ability of carriers to provide adequate sales support to
traditional non-insurance based professionals. Unfortunately, most carriers
have simply provided a “product” platform, while most practitioners have a
“planning” platform, and there is quite a
bit lost in the translation. Today, most
successful programs are being implemented when tax planners are brought in
to train the investment and tax professionals in more of a mentoring fashion.

Integrating PPLI Into
Ones Practice Or
Institution
Perhaps the biggest hurdle for clients to
actually utilize the benefits of PPLI is
the substantial information gap that
exists in the planning community
regarding PPLI. Since the revitalized
interest in PPLI is relatively new, many
practitioners are either totally unaware
of PPLI, or have only a brief recollection of reading an article or attending a
professional seminar where some individual briefly discussed PPLI.
More importantly, since PPLI first came
back via the international versions, several less than reputable foreign carriers
were started that had neither the credentials nor the financial backing to make
December 2002
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any prudent practitioner comfortable.
This has led to many practitioners simply lumping the good with the bad, and
they have thus discounted PPLI as “one
of those international tax scams”. As it
is inevitable that certain companies
(mostly international) and some advisors will abuse the tax and regulatory
laws, the fact remains that the vast
majority of PPLI carriers and practitioners are good quality players.

Summary
Perhaps the most important message of
this paper has been to illustrate the
inherent planning attributes of Private
Placement Life Insurance in a multitude
of settings. PPLI IS a planning tool NOT
a product to be sold. It is only through
the diligent application of specific facts,
and the integration of investment, tax,
and insurance attributes that PPLI will
make sense in any client’s overall plan.
As the market develops, and more
investment options are added to the
fold, retail type versions will appear
(and to a certain degree they already
have) that are labeled as PPLI but really offer none of the true benefits of
PPLI. It is up to the practitioner to sift
through the sales pitches and verify the
credibility and applicability of a certain
program. PPLI is not for everyone, just
like any other planning tool, and there
will be cases involving premiums
under $1 million when the client will
best be served by a traditional retail
contract. No insurance company, institution, or insurance distribution source
has all the answers. Therefore, it is up
to the planning practitioner to lead the
process, and implement only those programs that are best suited for the
client’s long term objectives.
As the market develops new variations will surface, and of course it is
inevitable that the Internal Revenue
Service will be faced with new
Rulings requests and fact patterns that
will force them to refine their own
positions on PPLI. Assuming that the
core benefits of PPLI remain, it will
clearly be a viable planning tool for
the years to come.
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Endnotes
See generally Rev. Rul. 77-85, 1977-1 C.B. 12, Rev. Rul. 80274, 1980-2 C.B. 27, Rev. Rul. 81-225, 1981-2 C.B. 12, Rev.
Rul. 82-54, 1982-1 C.B. 11, and Rev. Rul. 82-55, 1982-1 C.B.
12.
2.
Each of the fifty states charges a premium tax on life
insurance and annuity premiums. It is effectively a sales
tax and is measured against the gross amount of premium paid. The carrier is then required to collect this tax
and pay it to the appropriate state.
3.
For a general overview of conducting due diligence
on foreign carriers, see Grant R. Markuson, The
Secrets of International Private Placement Variable
Insurance Contracts, J. Practical Estate Planning,
August-September 1999.
4.
For a detailed discussion of the testing under I.R.C. §
7702, see Howard M. Zaritsky & Stephan R. Leimberg,
Tax Planning with Life Insurance: Analysis with Forms
(Warren, Gorham & Lamont 2nd ed. 1998).
5.
I.R.C. § 7702(b).
6.
I.R.C. § 7702(c).
7.
I.R.C. § 7702(d). A contract falls within the cash value
corridor of this subsection if the death benefit under
the contract at any time is not less than the applicable
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